Intramuscular Vaccination in Adults with Therapeutic Anticoagulation in the Era of COVID-19 Vaccines Outbreak: A Practical Review
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Background

The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) outbreak has urged governments worldwide to implement measures against the spread of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). Even so, pandemic is still poorly controlled, and mass vaccination programs are urgently required to lower SARS-CoV-2 circulation and the pressure on health systems.

According to the World Health Organization, 10 vaccines have been approved, and 64 are currently under development at the date of January 20, 2021.1 Most of them are administered intramuscularly (IM), because this route of administration is associated with a higher immunogenicity and an improved local tolerance, as compared with subcutaneous (SC) injections.2 In the perspective of mass vaccination campaigns, concerns emerge for the management of IM injections for patients with therapeutic anticoagulation. Indeed, IM injections are generally discouraged in patients receiving anticoagulant, based on the risk of bleeding and muscle hematomas.3 Burden of anticoagulant utilization is large in the general population. In France, for instance, 4 million patients had at least one anticoagulant drug reimbursement in 2019 (9% of French population), notably for chronic conditions such as atrial fibrillation.4

We aimed to discuss the bleeding risk associated with IM injections, and particularly vaccines, in patients with therapeutic anticoagulation, and to propose guidance in clinical practice, in the context of ongoing mass vaccination campaigns.
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What Is the Bleeding Risk Associated with IM Vaccination in Patients with Therapeutic Anticoagulation?

Although avoiding IM injection in patients under anticoagulant is a widespread clinical practice, high-quality evidence supporting this precaution is sparse, and studies are generally focused on IM influenza vaccination in patients under vitamin K antagonist (VKA).

An observational study evaluated this risk in 19 patients (median age: 65 years, 63% men) under therapeutic anticoagulation and/or antiplatelet therapy, who received IM vaccines with a firm pressure, without rubbing, during 2 minutes (min).\(^5\) No bleeding complications were reported. Raj et al. evaluated the safety of IM influenza vaccination in 41 adult patients taking VKA.\(^9\) No significant change in arm circumference, local complication, or bleeding episode was observed between baseline and 3, 7, and 14 days after injection. Delafuente et al performed a single-blind, randomized clinical trial (RCT) to compare the safety of administrating adsorbate vaccines into the SC fatty tissue, in the deltoid muscle in 36 men aged over 60 years treated with direct oral anticoagulants (DOACs) instead of VKA, generalizing these conclusions to patients receiving IM vaccine through a preloaded syringe with a needle of 16 mm (\(\frac{\text{3}}{4}\) inches) in length and 0.5 mm (25-gauge) in diameter in the deltoid region. The IM group received the same vaccine using the same needle and syringe combination in the same place by IM route. No significant changes in the arm circumference at the site of injection at 24 hours or occurrence of major bleeding were observed. Local reactions, mainly erythema, plaque, and pruritis, were more frequent in the SC group. Hematoma occurred in three patients and one patient in the SC and the IM group respectively, both with basal INR between 2 and 3.

In line with the growing number of patients treated with direct oral anticoagulants (DOACs) instead of VKA, generalizing these conclusions to patients receiving IM vaccine is hazardous. In a study based on the prospective Dresden NOAC registry,\(^6\) authors analyzed peri-interventional safety data from 2,179 patients under DOACs. They classified IM injections as minor procedures (procedures associated with little tissue trauma, but relevant bleeding risk, along with transmural cardiac, arterial, and venous interventions, pacemaker-related surgery, pleural and ascites punctures, cataract surgery, arthroscopy, endoscopy, laparoscopy, organ biopsies, dental extraction, and hernia repair). Twenty-nine bleeding events were observed after 641 minor procedures (4.5%, 95% confidence interval [CI]: 3.1–6.4). Among them, three were classified as major bleedings (0.5%, 95% CI: 0.0–1.4); none of them were reported after IM injection. Authors concluded that for nonmajor invasive procedures, rate of complication was low and fatal complications seem to be very rare. However, the proportion of patients who underwent IM injection without holding DOACs was not reported. Therefore, continuing DOACs or doing a short-term interruption, without heparin bridging therapy, were two safe options in minor invasive procedures.

The absence of safety concern about a potential risk of bleeding associated with IM vaccination in patients treated with anticoagulants was confirmed by a request performed (January 1, 2021) in the French national pharmacovigilance database.

Altogether, literature seems to indicate an acceptable safety profile of performing a unique IM administration in patients with anticoagulant, especially if general principles of precaution are respected. However, due to the small sample size of these studies, local adverse events could have been missed if their frequency was low.

What Are the Guidelines?

Several national guidelines described the practical aspects of vaccination, including the issue of IM vaccination in patients under anticoagulants.

Concerning the bleeding risk associated with IM vaccination, the Public Health England addresses the specific case of administering COVID-19 vaccine to individuals taking anticoagulants.\(^10\) This guideline stated that individuals on stable anticoagulation therapy, including individuals on VKA who are up-to-date with their scheduled INR testing and whose latest INR was below the upper threshold of their therapeutic range, can receive IM vaccination. If there is any doubt, a consultation with the clinician responsible for prescribing or monitoring the individual’s anticoagulant therapy is recommended. This bleeding risk is also mentioned in other national guidelines.\(^2,11\) Additionally, the Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices recommended that vaccination should be scheduled prior to the use of anticoagulant when possible.\(^3\)

For the choice of the route and site of injection, the French practical guide for vaccination stated in 2012 that in thrombocytopenic or hemophilia patients, or patients with anticoagulants, it is recommended to inject the vaccine SC since IM injection can cause bleedings.\(^11\) Nevertheless, the German Standing Committee on Vaccination recommendations (STIKO) at the Robert Koch Institute highlighted the risk of administrating adsorbate vaccines into the SC fatty tissue, since this can be associated with painful inflammation and the formation of granulomas or cysts. STIKO recommendations also raised concerns about the success of vaccination when injected into fatty tissue. The recommended site of IM injection is the deltoid muscle.\(^2\)

The application of a local firm pressure, without rubbing, is recommended during 2 to 5 minutes after injection, for both IM and SC routes\(^3,11\) during vaccination procedure in patients with bleeding disorder or under anticoagulant. The use of a fine needle (23-gauge or smaller caliber) is also recommended to further lower the bleeding risk.\(^3,11\) The patient or family should be given information on the risk for hematoma from the injection.

Medical information, provided by vaccines and anticoagulants products monographs, inconsistently report the bleeding risk of IM injection in patients with bleeding disorders or with anticoagulant. Product monographs of vaccines mention,
when approved, the possible switch from the IM to the SC route, based on validation studies confirming a sufficient immunogenicity and local tolerance with the SC injection (► Table 1). Concerning anticoagulants, the warning for IM administration is present in the product monograph of warfarin, but not in that of apixaban, dabigatran, edoxaban, or rivaroxaban.

### Practical Considerations before Vaccinating a Patient Taking Therapeutic Anticoagulation

Practical aspects should be considered before vaccinating a subject with therapeutic anticoagulant by IM route (see ► Fig. 1 for example of COVID-19 vaccination):

| Table 1 Examples of information provided in the product monographs of vaccines |
|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|
| Vaccine Name                                      | Usage warning for patients with anticoagulation | Is SC injection authorized in the product monograph? |
| Pneumococcal vaccine                             |                                                   | Yes                                             |
| Pneumovax                                        | No                                                | Yes                                             |
| Prevenar 13                                      | Yes                                               | Yes                                             |
| Influenza vaccine                                |                                                   |                                                 |
| Vaxigrip Tetra                                   | Yes                                               | Yes                                             |
| Influvac Tetra                                   | Yes                                               | Yes                                             |
| Diphtheria, tetanus, and whooping cough vaccine  |                                                   |                                                 |
| Revaxis                                          | Yes                                               | Yes                                             |
| Varicella-zoster virus                           |                                                   | Yes                                             |
| Zostavax                                         | Yes                                               | Yes                                             |
| COVID-19 vaccines                                |                                                   |                                                 |
| Moderna + National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases RNA-based vaccine | Yes, deltoid muscle, needle size not specified | SC not authorized                               |
| Pfizer/BioNTech + Fosun Pharma RNA-based vaccine | Yes, deltoid muscle, 21-Gauge or narrower         | SC not authorized                               |
| AstraZeneca + University of Oxford viral vector vaccine | Yes, deltoid muscle, needle size not specified | No specified and no adsorbate in the vaccine formulation |
| Sinovac Research and Development Co., Ltd        | Yes, exclusion criteria in phase III trial (NCT04456595) deltoid muscle, needle size not specified | No product monograph available, presence of aluminum hydroxide |
| Sinopharm + China National Biotec Group Co + Wuhan Institute of Biological Products | Yes, exclusion criteria in phase III trial (ChiCTR2000034780), injection site not specified, needle size not specified | No product monograph available, presence of aluminum hydroxide |
| CanSino Biological Inc./Beijing Institute of Biotechnology | No, not an exclusion criterion in phase III trial (NCT04691908), deltoid muscle, needle size not specified | No product monograph available |
| Gamaleya Research Institute; Health Ministry of the Russian Federation | No, not an exclusion criterion in phase III trial (NCT04530396), Injection site not specified, needle size not specified | No product monograph available |
| Janssen Pharmaceutical                           | No, not an exclusion criterion in phase III trial (NCT04505722), injection site not specified, needle size not specified | No product monograph available |
| Novavax                                          | No, not an exclusion criterion in phase III trial (NCT04611802), deltoid muscle, needle size not specified | No product monograph available |
| Anhui Zhifei Longcom Biopharmaceutical + Institute of Microbiology, Chinese Academy of Sciences | Yes, exclusion criteria in phase II trial (NCT04466085), deltoid muscle, needle size not specified | No product monograph available |
| CureVac AG                                       | Yes, exclusion criteria in phase III trial (NCT04674189), deltoid muscle, needle size not specified | No product monograph available |
| Institute of Medical Biology + Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences | Yes, exclusion criteria in the phase III trial (NCT04659239), injection site not specified, needle size not specified | No product monograph available |
| Research Institute for Biological Safety Problems, Rep of Kazakhstan | No, not an exclusion criterion in phase III trial (NCT04691908), injection site not specified, needle size not specified | No product monograph available |
| Bharat Biotech International Limited            | No, not an exclusion criterion in phase III trial (NCT04641481), injection site not specified, needle size not specified | No product monograph available, presence of aluminum hydroxide |

Abbreviations: COVID-19, coronavirus disease 2019; RNA, ribonucleic acid; SC, subcutaneous.
1. If therapeutic anticoagulation should end soon, physician may delay the IM vaccination after.

2. If the vaccine monograph mentions SC injection as an alternative to IM injection, physician should prefer SC route over IM route.

3. If the vaccine monograph does not mention alternative to IM injection, SC route may be considered after checking for the absence of adjuvants in the vaccine. Indeed, adjuvants, particularly aluminum salts, can cause pain, cysts, and granuloma at the site of injection. If postvaccination serologic testing is available, efficacy of the vaccination should be assessed as immunogenicity can be compromised using this route.

4. In the absence of SC route as an alternative to IM injection and for vaccines with adjuvants, clinician should use IM route.

VKA treated-patients, with stable anticoagulation therapy, who are up-to-date with their scheduled INR testing and whose latest INR was below the upper threshold of their therapeutic range and in all cases below 4, can receive IM vaccination. If there is any doubt, a consultation with the clinician responsible for prescribing or monitoring the individual's anticoagulant therapy is recommended.

For DOAC treated-patients, two strategies may be considered, as mentioned in a review by Spyropoulos et al. for minimal bleeding risk procedures: either to not interrupt or to consider interrupting on the day of the procedure the DOAC therapy. The skipping strategy may apply to DOACs because of their favorable pharmacokinetics properties with shorter half-life and shorter $C_{\text{max}}$ compared with VKA. For example, the French Working Group on Perioperative Hemostasis proposed not to administer DOAC the evening before and the morning of procedures at low bleeding risk. This could then be applied to patients at low thrombosis risk, especially those at high bleeding risk (e.g., older people, presence of renal failure, liver failure, antiplatelet therapy, bleeding history, and uncontrolled hypertension). For patients at high thrombosis risk and low bleeding risk, IM vaccination may be considered without skipping a dose.

5. In all cases, vaccination should be performed by medically trained personal. For IM route, the injection should be performed in the deltoid muscle, with a fine needle (23-gauge at least). A firm pressure, without rubbing, at the injection site should be maintained 2 to 5 minutes after SC or IM injection. The patient or family should be given information on the risk for hematoma from the injection.

Conclusion

Even though available data suggest a limited risk for bleeding complications after IM injection in patients under therapeutic anticoagulation, a reminder of global precautions seems helpful in the era of COVID-19 vaccines outbreak, where vaccinations could be largely performed outside the general practitioner's office. A careful risk to benefit evaluation should be performed before vaccinating a patient under anticoagulant by IM route. We encourage people to have vaccinations in particular and they should not be excluded because of therapeutic anticoagulation or bleeding risk.
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